Simple battery replacement ??
This diagnostic article takes you through the process our technical support team use with problematic vehicles. We
look at the issues involved and share how we resolved the problem. This is an inside look, from the profound to
everyday issues automotive workshops encounter.

Vehicle
Audi A8 BFM 4.2 V8 petrol 2004.

2004 Audi A8 (picture source internet)

Problem presented to the technical support team…
This vehicle has had its battery replaced several weeks ago and is still having battery issues,
can you please assist?
In the drive for energy efficiency most automotive systems have been optimised as much as
possible to get the most range per litre of fuel that is possible under normal operating conditions. This is certainly some of the story when it comes to automotive batteries. When we have
sophisticated control units running our engine for maximum efficiency items such as alternators are controlled depending on load. Why waste fuel going flat out with the alternator all the
time when our battery can handle some discharge within a certain range while still capable of
carrying out its duties
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Understanding of the battery’s state of affairs (SOH and SOC) and that specific batteries are
designed for different vehicles is important.
The battery is closely monitored via current and temperature sensors so the engine control unit
learns the charge/discharge behaviour of the battery and can run the alternator only as much
as necessary, trying in general to keep the SOC between 30% and 70%.
When it comes to replacing these batteries, it is of the upmost importance to select the correct
battery for that vehicle. In specific the construction type and ratings. Failure to do so will result
in expensive rework.
The battery management software in for example the Engine ECU or battery management ECU
does not simply recognise the new battery as being different from the old one or it simply being
new.
Registration
Many of these systems will require “coding” or “programming” of the battery into the management system with a scan tool. This can be a simple process such as
registering the new battery with the controller in charge of battery so it can learn the new batteries behaviour to correctly charge it.
Some of these systems are open systems. They are free and easy allowing any battery, genuine or aftermarket to be fitted if correct type and rating, some even allow variations on ratings.
Other systems are closed. These far more specific requiring only approved battery manufacturers and specific capacity ratings. These specific batteries will have a battery energy management (BEM) code.

The BEM code has information which is required to be entered into the battery management
controlling software, for the battery to be recognised and accepted. In this example the line at
the top of the BEM sticker beginning with JCB carries the 10 digit string of coding which needs
entering into control module for recognition.

The process of entering the code is guided using the Launch Auscan3 scan tool which provides
easy to follow instructions with supporting information along the way to entering the BEM code.
Once the guided process has been completed, the management system will acknowledge the
new battery as a fit and proper replacement. In the above screen shot we select ‘A’ from the
menu, battery replacing and coding.
On this particular Audi the battery management control could be in either the battery regulation
module or CAN gateway module. A health report scan was initially carried out to see not only if
any other issues where present but what units are installed into vehicle.

We then accessed each of the possible control units to see if they were in fact the unit in charge
of the battery. By opening the special function menu of the energy management module it is
possible to find what functions are carried out by the control unit.
A simpler way to find the correct ECU is discussed at the end of this article.

The process

Firstly, we need to input the capacity of the battery. This particular vehicle is only accepting a
very narrow range of batteries as suitable replacements

Secondly, we need to enter what manufacturer made the battery. Notice there is a narrow
range of suppliers. Only these brand batteries will have the BEM code sticker which will allow
acceptance into control module. Aftermarket batteries will not have a BEM code to allow entering into the energy management module.

Thirdly we will need to enter the coding 10-digit number. This will then be converted into a numerical string to be written into the control module.

Once all information has been entered we get the opportunity to recheck our data before carrying out the final input

By tapping button 1, the battery is integrated with the battery control module which will “learn”
the behaviour of the new battery over proceeding charge/discharge cycles for optimum performance of vehicle.
Easy access by Launch
It can take time to locate which control unit is managing the battery. Some vehicles have the
function in the body control module, others the engine control module or start/stop module. In
this case a specific module built into the battery earth cable only carrying out functions related
to the battery. In many cases a good quality scan tool can auto detect where the correct unit is,
but not always.
Even if you see the module you often still don’t know for sure if you are on the right track.
On Launch Auscan3 battery matching will automatically find the correct ECU that you need to
access for this function.
So what to do when a battery code is not available?
With such delicate systems it is really unacceptable to fit a battery without the code, as in the
end you do not know the battery characteristics. In a number of known cases a standard in NZ
available battery has been fitted and coded successfully with codes of similar batteries.

Conclusion
This relatively simple job can be a downright headache if you do not use the right tools or just
“chuck a new one in mate”.
The trouble we have seen as a result of a simple battery change, jump start or battery charge
process are large and painful. To fit a battery in a modern car will take towards an hour of
chargeable labour. A coding fee charge is definitely also in order. Do not miss opportunities to
get a return for what our industry provides its users.
Using the correct tools, a little guidance from the tool and if that fails, the AECS tech help desk
make jobs like this too easy!
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